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ADVENTURE
New products 2018
HALF INNER-TENT
To provide privacy inside the tent, we have developed
a half inner-tent with integrated floor in Comfort grade.
The inner-tent has two fresh air intakes and need not
be detached when packing the tent. If you want to
remove it, it is easily detached from its quick fastenings.
For extra comfort inside the rest of the tent, it can be
combined with a half floor or a half fleece floor.

HALF INNER-TENT
Size
Weight (kg)
Art. no.

Comfort
7

9

1.9

2.6

11777

11999

HALF INNER-TENT COMFORT
The walls are made of a carefully chosen standardtype material. Curved zip. Sewn-in floor in Comfort
grade but without any zips.
KEY FEATURES
•• Creates privacy inside the Nordic tipi
•• Offers even more reliable protection against insects
•• Protects against condensation which is especially
important for Nordic tipis made of lightweight material
•• Provides a weather-protected place for wood,
packing and wet shoes outside the inner-tent

HALF FLOOR
If the Nordic tipi is used with a half inner-tent and
you still want to have a floor on the rest of the living
area, we also offer a half floor in Comfort grade.
Without an inner-tent, two half floors can be joined
together with Velcro to make a whole floor. To make a
fire in the tent, you can fold away the floor by opening
the zip in the middle. The zip also makes it possible
to remove quarter of the floor to create an uncovered
space for dirty shoes, firewood, etc. Our half floor can
also be combined with a half fleece floor.
HALF FLOOR COMFORT
Made of a carefully chosen standard-type material.
The zip makes it possible to open up the floor to
make a fire or to use a quarter floor.

HALF FLOOR
Size
Weight (kg)
Art. no.

Comfort
7

9

0.7

0.8

12270

12290

HALF FLEECE FLOOR
Weight (kg)
Art. no.

HALF FLEECE FLOOR COMFORT
Made of a carefully chosen standard-type material
where one side is covered with soft and comfortable
fleece. Our fleece floor is fully damp-resistant, like all
our other floors.

9

1.8

2.1

12170

12190

KEY FEATURES
•• Fitted with a zip cover which protects the zip from dirt
•• Can be combined with a half inner-tent, a half floor
or a half fleece floor
Half floor

Half fleece floor
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Comfort
7

Size

Divided half floor

RAIN HAT
The rain hat fits all sizes and models of tents except
Olivin. It allows full ventilation on warm, rainy summer
days while keeping rain out. It is placed over the tent
top and attached to the storm cord fastenings.
KEY FEATURES
•• Allows full ventilation even when it rains
•• Fitted easily over the top of the tent
•• Retains its taut shape with the help of a
collapsible metal ring

RAIN HAT
Suitable for tent sizes
Weight (g)
Art. no.

Comfort cp
5–15
540
11020

RAIN ROOF OLIVIN
The roof provides rain protection over the entrance. It
is attached to the accessory sleeve which is now a
standard feature of all Olivin tents. For the older
version with no sleeve, an accessory connector can
be bought. You do not need to pack separate poles
since the rain roof is put up using one or two of your
hiking sticks (not included).
KEY FEATURES
•• Provides both shade and rain protection in front
of the door
•• Fitted quickly and easily
•• Saves weight; put up with your hiking sticks

RAIN ROOF OLIVIN 2
Suitable for tent size
Size (m2)
Packed size (cm)
Weight (g)
Weight without pegs (g)
Art. no.

Comfort light
2
1.6
27x15
350
290
30103

RUCKSACK FRAME
Our rucksack frame has been developed primarily for
Zirkonflex but also fits Zirkon 15 and Safir 15. It is
also perfect for any heavy loads, such as firewood.
The frame is made out of aluminium. It has an
adjustable load-bearing system which distributes the
weight. The padded hip belt gives good support and
reduces strain together with comfortable, padded
shoulder straps. Because the rucksack frame can be
adjusted in so many ways, it can be adapted to any
build of body. It has many clever features such as the
quick-lock buckles, the top straps, the chest strap
and the ventilating back mesh panel.

RUCKSACK FRAME

Comfort

Height (cm)

70.5

Width (cm)

39.5

Weight (kg)

2.3

Material

Aluminium

Art. no.

43049

KEY FEATURES
•• Makes it easier to carry the larger Nordic tipis
•• Makes it easy to attach additional items/pack bags
•• Creates a ventilating air space between the back
and the load
•• Also useful for fetching firewood
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